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Seaberg rises to head of admissions 
by Gregg Miller 
Newspeak staff 
Roy Seaberg, the new Director of Admis-
sions at WPI, fllls the post left vacant by his 
predecessor, John Brandon Born and bred 
In Brooklyn, New York, Mr Seaberg 
attended WPI and graduated In 1956 with a 
BS degree In Mechanical Engmeering His 
undergraduate membership in the Phi 
Gamma Delta fraternity led to a post-
graduate position as the fraternity's field 
representallve . He remained In this berth 
until 1958 when he accepted employment 
as a manufacturer's representative selling 
hydraulic equipment In 1962, Mr. Seaberg 
accepted an invitation to become a 
member of the WPI Alumni Society .. thereby 
re-entrenching himself In the WPI com-
munity. It was not until 1969 that Mr Sea· 
berg joined the Admissions staff. At the time 
he was hired, the "Plan" was 1n its pregnatal 
stages, allowing him the opportunity to be a 
part of the process that gave btrth to the 
educational program that WPI prides itself 
on today. 
For the last eleven years. Seaberg has 
held a position in the WPI Admissions 
office. The man tends to emrt something 
akin to a dual nature. At first glance. his 
sharp, coarse racial features and steely-
blue eyes couple with a neatly-tommed 
mustache and short-cropped brown hair to 
produce a rather hard and senous appear· 
ance Sitting In his office, this impression 11 
belled by a framed needlepomt that hangs 
on the wall behind h1s desk which states. 
"Six months ago I couldn't spell ·engineer-
ing' and today I are one" 
When engaged in dialogue. Seaberg's 
features 81e transformed and softened 
This metamorphosis is particularly appar-
ent In h1s eyes which seem to affirm that he 
believes what he Is saying. An avid suppor-
ter ot the "Plan," Seaberg referred to It-as 
" an educational concept that one can 
believe in" When asked 1f he en1oyed his 
work, he replied affirmatively Wlthout hes1-
tallon. attributing his ability to ma1nta1n hts 
occuoational enthusiasm to his belief in the 
(continued on peoe 12) 
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Fraternity party guidelines Issued 
by Jeff Roy 
NewspHk st•ff 
Last week, the Vice President of 
Student Affairs, Mr. Robert Reeves, 
Issued a letter to the presidents of 
each of the WPI fraternities concerning 
a ban on all fraternity parties for three 
daya. 
The letter, dated September 5, stated 
that the occurances of the Tuesday 
and Wednesday nights preceding 
"necesslt•te that WP/ ban a ll fraternity 
parties through Sunday, September 7, 
1980." Further It stated, ' 'The situation 
Is volatile and poses the threat of ex· 
treme actions It It Is not diffused." 
Although the action may appear 
harsh, Reeves outlined the objectives 
he hoped to received as well as the ac-
tions leading up to the ban. 
" If you look at It In context, I'm sure 
people wlll understand why the actions 
were taken," he commented. He poin-
ted out two Important aspects surrounding 
WPI and the fraternities 
Number one, after the raise In the 
drinking age went Into effect, " It alter-
ed the aoclal habits of students," says 
Reeves. The people who used to go to 
the Pub were turning to other places to 
suit alcohol tastes. In turn, the number 
of parties lncrea.sed. 
Reeves continued, " I'm told that 
fraternities didn' t have parties {when 
the drinking age was 18) when ttie Pub 
had something going on. The number 
of parties then Increased with the raise 
In drinking age and the number of 
people that went to them Increased. 
The drinking age not only affected WPI 
people, but non·WPI people were 
coming to the parties also." 
A lready, a problem was arising. 
The second aspect pointed out by 
Reeves, In only hie second year as vice 
president, was that the fraternities are 
a part of the city. They are mixed In 
residential areas. " When the parties 
continued to go on, the noise during 
warm weather, the trash, the noise 
f rom automobiles, and the obviou s 
number of underaged people drinking 
gave problema to the neighbors," he 
said. 
WPI began getting a negative reac-
tion from the neighbors at this point, 
and by the end of last year, the problem 
had grown. Reeves added, "There was 
a great deal of Irresponsible activity 
and the neighbors became frazzled." 
According to Reeves, the fraternities 
used to have good rapport with the 
Worcester Police. Reportedly WPI 
students gave the WPD the least dlf· 
flcultles of the college age persona 
with whom they dealt. The police 
were always able to work things out 
without extreme action. By the end of 
last year, " the Institution had a rough 
time to justify these actions (parties, 
etc)," added Reeves. 
But Reeves was also quick to point 
out that he did not fully blame WPI 
students. He stated that a college 
attracts outsiders to do things they 
would not normally do off of the cam· 
pus. The blame easily could be shifted 
to the school. 
Reeves alerted the presidents of 
each fraternity at the beginning of this 
school year toward this developing 
problem. "We ended on a bad note with 
the neighbors last year, and we need to 
deal with the situation," he said. 
Now for the more recent problems. 
On Tuesday, Sept. 2, a party was 
being held at Phi Kappa Theta (KAP). 
Complaints from neighbors began, as 
they were outraged to see the party go 
outside of the house. Six police cars 
were called to the scene, but no formal 
action on the part of the police was 
taken. 
The very next night, police were 
called to a party at Lambda Chi Alpha. 
Expanding opportunities 
In surface science 
by Doug Fraher 
News editor 
Membrane biology Soltd-slate electron-
ics. Jet ink Martian soil chemistry. Fiber 
optic communications All of these topics In 
research or development are linked by lhe 
interdisciplinary area of surface science 
(sometimes called surface chemistry) -
the study of phenomena at matter interfa -
ces Classically, three states of matter have 
been recognized - sohd, liquid and gase-
ous But 1n modem times. the Interface 
state has been added to the hst 
Professor Robert C. Plumb of the chem 
(continued on peg• 13) 
Reeves explained, "They (the pollce) 
made It clear that the si tuation had 
gone too far." There were p lies of trash 
and It wu quite obvloue thtlt thefe 
were underage people drinking. 
Besides that, the Sargeant. knew that 
there was no liquor license. The police 
wanted the party ended and even 
brought In a paddy wagon to make It 
clear that they were ready to make 
arrests. However, no arrests were 
made. 
" Each of the fraternit ies has a board· 
Ing house permit from the city of 
Worcester," added Reeves. " If the 
house la Involved In major police ac· 
tlon, It could have lta license revoked. 
All of that puts this office In place." 
Thus, the letter circulated two days 
later. 
Reeves continued, "One otl'ler thing 
that happened la that we (OSA) -began 
receiving t hreats from people that were 
disturbed by the partlea. They would 
take violent action. There was the 
threat of someone being Injured. 
''At that point, we banned all partlea 
to cool things ott. I then met with all of 
the fraternity presidents and lnltlally 
they recognized all of the coneequen. 
ces. There was very good cooperat ion 
among the presidents. They went out 
of their ways to comply with the ban." 
One fratemlty violated the ban, 
however. Sigma Phi Epallon (SlgEp) 
held a party despite Reeves' letter. One 
unrelated arrest was made at the 
(continued on peg. 7) 
Correction 
Last week's story "Ban invoked on frater-
nity parties" erroneously quoted one 
brother from Sig Ep as stating that "the 
problem at Sig Ep arose from people gath-
ering outside to avoid the heat..." The state-
ment should have read. "the problem at 
Lamda Chi .. " For the complete story rea 
the above article. 
cE· competency 
modified for breadth 
by Bob Thivierge 
Newspeal< staff 
The WPI Civil Engineering Department, 
headed by Professor Keshavan, has under-
gone changes regarding It's comp require-
ments. Until May 22, 1979, the Civil 
Engineering Dept had adopted a policy 
whereby a student was required to take his 
or her comp in one specific area of study 
Since then. CE students have been 
informed of a change. The comp require-
ments now have students taking a two day 
long exam in their "depth" or major area of 
study and two one-halt day long examina-
tions in "breadth" or more general areas of 
study The change was brought about to 
enhance e student's "flexlb1Uty" in the area 
of civil engineering. 
Protessor Keshavan stated that the idea 
of students obta1n1ng a more general back-
ground, 1n con1unction with his or her spe-
c11llty, has been the goal of the Clvtl 
Engineering Dept. for many years Profes-
sor Keshavan stressed the fact that '11exl· 
blllty" is of key importance to cillll engineers 
since the potential of entering management 
1s great: a good understanding of all areas 
involved n civil engtneenng ts necessary 
for such a poSltion. 
• certain areas of engineering within the 
CE department (structural and geotechn1-
cal engineering, construction ptOject man-
agement, and transportation engineering 
and urban design) still follow the more spe-
cific comp gu1dlines where only one exam 
question must be taken In such cases ths 
degrees acquired are not accredited and a 
student will not receive a Civil Engineering 
Degree unless he or she take the comp 1n 
three areas. 
Professor Keshavan assured that stu 
dents affected by the change were given 
ample lime to gear their courses to fit the 
new requirements Both Dean van Alstyne 
and Dean Grogan were nollhed of the 
change as well Most of the courses neces-
sary for the comp change are 1un1or year 
courses, and for that reason this year's 
graduates will be the first to take the comp 
under the new guidelines. 
,. 
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Disgusted with DAKA 
To the editor 
This will be another of tho never-ending 
letters regarding DAKA, the infamous food 
service Everyone who was here las! year 
will remember the Incident 1nvolvtng a 
OAKA employee who refused to serve 
green corned beef (which the management 
called "oxidized'): and her subsequent fir-
ing Today, dunng lunch I was served two 
hamburgers on "oxidized" roles I assume 
that the other rolls in the bag were equally 
moldy Granted. this in itself 1s a small. for -
givable mistake However, 11 shows that 
occasionally our food may not be quite as 
fresh as we would like. I brought this matter 
to the attention of the management end 
received an apololgy, probably the most I 
should have expected 
No, DAKA I do not hke green eggs and 
ham1 
Kevin Santry 
Plant Services 
tactics questioned 
To the editor 
Remember last D-term when they 
thought they'd pull a fast one by paving 
Olin's back lawn dunng the summer, to 
make up !Of the SO parking spaces so fool-
ishly lost rn the A·K renovation? Upset stu· 
dents and taclJfty, being somewhat ITIOfe 
creative anyway, proposed reasonable 
ahemat1ves. such as the Dover St area But 
Mr rCttauncey") Gardner Pier~~ ......... ~ 
of Physical Ptannino I :rt1fu1ldmgs and 
aowns), said •t";19,.,al ot this plan, "1t 
would onlv "°......0 25 or so cars." 
Well, money talks Fortunately, the 
alumni are a treasured asset. and a certain 
threat surfaced to withhold contr1but1ons 
and encourage recent grads to do the 
same. President Cranch, who In o~n .. 
meetings. deftly evaded direct questioning 
of his personal opinions (without ever pro-
fessmg any need to remain neutral), never· 
theless came up smelling hke a rose when 
.e got to make an eleventh hour, all-smiles 
graduahon PR announcement of a morato· 
num on Ohn parklng The Dover St. lot was 
built and 1t appears to hold 53 new spaces. 
IP"'-'""° that area, and with the help of my 
However, Mr Pierce, the carpet oalls Did 
you deliberately deceive us about the 
capacity of this lot, or did you bungle an 
incredibly simple calculation .or what? 
,.p~sive engineenng educalloo and a 
complex. rigorous formulation known as 
'proportionality," determined that tt ought 
to hold something more like 50 spaces. 
Letters Polley 
• Jim Fife 
Class of '81 
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Crime prevention urged 
To the editor 
On behalf of the WPI Campus Pohce 
Department, I would like to welcome all the 
members of our college community back to 
WPI We would like to wish everybody a 
safe and successful year Your Campus 
Pohce Department is here to serve and pro-
tect you so please ii you need us. call usll! 
This year. we have 1nsllluted as Crime 
Prevention Program designed spec1hcally 
tor our community. Under one of our pro-
gram's "Operation lndentif1cat1on" we have 
made available to you. portable electric 
engravers wnlch can be used to mark any 
valuable belongings (stereo, bicycle, 
typewriter) These engravers may be 
signed out at the WPI Police Ottice Along 
wnh the engraver you wrn receive instruc-
tions and recommendauons on how to use 
11 we urge everybody to take part In this 
nationwide program A great deal ot our 
ettec11veness depends on you, the eyes 
and ears of our school Whenever you see 
something or somebody that looks susp1-
cous, don't hesitate to call us Although we 
have constant toot and cruiser patrols, we 
cannot be everywhere at once Together 
we can keep vandalism and larcenys at our 
school to a minimum Your Crime Preven-
tion Officer welcomes any ideas you may 
have and wishes you all the best of luck this 
year at WPI. 
Michael Stevens 
Crime Prevention Unit 
WPI campus Police 
Rush participation 
lacking 
To the editor, 
I'm wnhng this letter to all freshmen 
because I'm deeply concerned about the 
tack of freshmen participation in this past 
week's IFC Rush Tours. Compared to past 
years, this year's turnout was poor. The 
fratern1t1es here at WPI play an Important 
role In both the academic and social devel· 
opment of those who are and those who 
aren't in the Greek system Fraternities also 
serve the WPI community be sponsoring 
social as well as fund raising events. 
I don't write this letter out of disgust of the 
apparent lack of freshman interest, but 
rather with the hope that as Open Rush 
begins. more freshmen will discover lhe 
benefits of 10in1ng the fraternity system at 
WPI 
Kevin Browning 
The deadline for 
submitting articles to 
Newspeak is 
Saturday noon. 
Sports stories must be 
submitted by 1 O p.m. 
Saturday night. 
Newspeak office hours 
Term A80 
Sun. 
Mon. 
Tues. 
Wed. 
Thurs. 
Fri. 
8-1 
9-10; 2-5 
9-10; 12-5 
9-11; 1-3 
10-3 
10-4 
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Theo's no greasy spoon 
by Maureen H1gg1ns 
Features editor 
Okay, the Oaka fare ts wearing thtn and 
now where can you turn for good food 
mashed, or frencn Ines), cooked vegetable 
such as carrots or squash, and lettuce and 
tomato Again. the offerings vary with 
what's on hand and the waitress W111 rattle 
pies One needn't go to Theo's for a whole 
meal, the lime and raspberry nckeys are 
real lifesaving, thrist quenchers on humid 
Worcester days and a cup of coffee could 
let you 1n on a hall hOuf of people watching 
iNCREdiblE EdiblES 
Once seated In one of the vinyl covered 
booths we decided on a cheeseburger 
deluxe ($1 .85) and the fish and chips 
($2.50). The cheeseburger came on a roll 
with trench fries and a side o1 lettuce and 
tomato. The trench fires, I'm told, are the 
best around - greasy and especially deli-
cious because they are made from real 
withtn student budget prices? P1ua is cer-
tainly a viable alternative. But you've proba· 
bly already had your 1111 of pizza and 
grinders from our local Highland Street 
pizza shops, Notis and Boynton There is an 
unassuming restaurant nearby which has 
garnered the unfair reputation as a greasy 
spoon I don't know, in three years I've 
never once had a greasy spoon there 
What keeps Tech students, faculty, and 
staff, not to mention colorful local types, 
coming back to Theo's The food Is home-
style American. the friendly and entertain-
ing owner. Steve. 1s Greek; and the decor 1s 
lilt1es tacky. For me, its dehn1tely the fish 
and chips or maybe Its the hme rickeys, or 
then again 1t could be the home made 
soups. 
Thts past week on a lazy day. my roomate 
and I decided to forego hassltng with lunch 
preparations and go to Theo's As 1s cus-
tomary. Steve greeted us with "my friends, 
how nice to see you .. " and "won't you try 
some of my del1c1ous homemade soup?" 
The soups vary and that day they were llsh 
chowder and vegetable soup at 50 cents-
/ cup and 85 cents/bowl The fish chowder 
was a thick, chunky soup of fish, potato, and 
other vegetables with a r1ch milk/ cream 
base. A reliable standby, the hearty vegeta-
ble soup was chocklul ol veggies in a 
tomato and bee! stock 
The lunch specials are always a good 
buy at $2.50 The price includes your cho-
ice from eight or so entrees with two veget-
ables. beverage (soda. coffee, or tea), 
bread and butter (Homepnde-type white or 
whole wheat), and dessert (Jello or pud· 
dtng). The humble entrees include the ltkes 
of meat loaf sandwich with gravy, roast beef 
hash and egg, liver and onions, and l1sh and 
chips For vegetables, one can choose 
from coleslaw, potatoes (hash browns, 
UliSVSPECftNC. F•ESlfl'IAN '11Jl£ ANO~EwS 
ol"&o~EOOM,OHIO, IS 0VER30YE.0 WITlf 
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Page a 
potatoes shced up and deep fired as 
opposed to the unpalatable potato pro-
ducts one can get elsewhere. My room-
mate didn't care much for the 
cheeseburger. Although there was plenty 
of melted cheese. she thought the meat 
had been prepatt1ed and frozen The fish 
and chips with mashed potatoes substitute 
lor the chips was, as always delectable. 
The fish seems freshly batter dipped and is 
deep fried when the order is put in. The 
mashed potatoes are rust like mom's - no 
Instant Potato Buds here The coleslaw 
(conUnued on pege 4) 
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DEC-20 Installed and running smoothly 
by Mike Adams 
Newspeak staff 
The Worcester Area College Com· 
putatlon Center (WACCC) has acquired 
a new DEC.20 computer. replacing the 
former OEC-10 system. The new 
system Is five times faster than the old 
system, has five limes more memory 
space, and has four times more disc 
space. 
Beginners will find the system easter 
to learn. It has a seues of "HELP" flies 
which explain the various features or 
DEC·20. The system also enables 
programmers to write longer programs. 
OEC·20 will also be able to support 
more lines than DEC·10. It will 
therefore be easier for a terminal user 
to get a line on the computer. With the 
old system, WACCC had as many ter-
minals as they could handle. Because 
of the Increased line capacity, more 
terminals can now be added. Four new 
terminals (two video and two writer) 
have been ordered and should be 
delivered later this year. The new ter· 
mlnals will be able to support several 
DEC20 features not on the DEC· 10. 
Despite all of Its advantages, the 
cost of the OEC·20 was about the same 
as the cost of the oec.10 when It was 
purchased In 1972. According to Jim 
Jackson, director of WACCC, " We got 
a fantastic deal." The DEC-20 was 
financed partly through a corporate 
contribution and partly by a trade·ln of 
the OEC·10. WPI paid about 50 percent 
of the total cost of DEC·20. Although 
OEC.10 was "traded-In,'' WACCC was 
allowed to keep II because the parts 
were of almost no value. 
Two terminals were stolen from the 
room In Daniels Hall over the summer. 
One of them was later recovered, but 
Daniels Is still short one terminal, 
valued at approximately $2000. Also, a 
terminal was stolen from WACCC last 
year When the new terminals were 
delivered, the two termlnals wlll be 
replaced. 
Nearly everybody seems to llke the 
OEC·20 system. According to Jackson, 
there have been almost no complaints 
about It. 
Math aid offered 
Ha Vino trouble wl1h Math? The WPI Math 
Resource Center. located m the Proiect 
Center, 11\JQhl be 1ust the help you need A 
consultant is available every Monday, 
Tuesday. and Thursday afternoon from 
2.00 to 5.00 p.m. to help students havtng 
diff1cu1ty 1n Math, particularly the basics of 
algebra, trigonometry, or geometry 
Studies done for the Dean of Undergrad-
uate Studies continually show a correlation 
between a student's having d1ff1cully with 
the first math courses and not being suc-
cesslut students at WPI The Math 
Resource Center represents an effort on 
the part of WPI to assist students who might 
have problems with the early math courses 
and may need some asst stance in develop-
ing their math background 
The consultant for the Math Resources 
Center ts Mrs. Francis Creamer, who has 
taught. tutored. and conducted various 
math courses at the high school and col-
lege level 
For students who might have trouble 
meeting with Mrs. Creamer during the pub-
lished hours for the Math Resources Cen-
ter, appointments may be scheduled at the 
Writing Resoutces Center which 1s open 
from 8 00 a mJ to 4 30 p m 
Technological Impact on 
society discussed 
byJ1m Dyer 
Newspeak staN 
A group of fifteen students and faculty 
met Fnday. September 12th, to organize a 
forum to discuss matters of technological 
impact on society. The meeting was 
arranged by two students. Dave Byrd and 
Fred Rose. who posted notices on campus 
announcmg the meeting 
The group 11 the only ooe of rts kind, a 
strange situatt0n, considenng the educe· 
bonal philosophy of WPI. Professor Keil 
mentioned that he has seen no coherent 
debete on technology and society during 
hts career here, a sentiment echoed by 
Professor Boyd. 
The basic theme of the meeting was the 
matter of social commitment 1n the applica • 
t1on of technOlogy. with an emphasis on the 
ra1smg of student consciousness about this 
matter. Byrd utilized the term, •·community 
technology" to describe the group's con-
cerns The main purpose was to Instill glo· 
bat thinking Into the campus community 
Being an organtzat1ona1 meeting. many 
1op1cs were introduced. but none dis· 
cussed with much depth, this being 
reserved for future meetings The most dis· 
cussed 1op1c was m1htar1sm, as there 
appeared to be an almost universal con· 
cern with the m1htary ullltzahon of techno· 
logy Also discussed were such topics as 
the problem of scientific freedom in the 
realization of the concerns or the subsidiz-
ers ol research, the deemphasis of ethical 
and hohst1c concerns inherent in the spe· 
ciahzahon of technology, the ethical orien-
tation of the typical student of technology 
and its relevance to the application of 
science. and the consensus that techno· 
logy 1s assumed to be value-free 
Topics specific to the WPI community 
were also discussed, including the overre· 
pre9entallon of large corporations at on-
campus 1nterv1ews as opposed to small 
companies, the deemphasis of humanrt1es 
and the social sciences in the WPI curricu-
lum. the predominant apolltJcal stance of 
students and administration on campus. 
the managerial. as opposed to societal, 
orientation of campus policymakers; the 
question of appropriate methodology In 
1mplementtng ethics In technological stud-
ies and Its relation to academic freedom; 
the signtf1cance of pro1ect work. especially 
the students' orientation toward them as 
merely requirements for graduation, and 
the relaxing of ob1ect1ves of the !OP 
Each of these topics will be discussed in 
more depth at subsequent meetings The 
next meeting is today at 4 00 1n the Library 
Seminar Room Everyone is 1nv1ted. 
HIGHLAND PHARMACY 
104 HIGHLAND STREET WORCESTER, MASS. 
DISCOUNT FILM PROCESSING 
PHONE 756-0594 
10% DISCOUNT 
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.11m Jeckaon 
Peddler '80 will 
arrive In October 
by Maureen Sexton 
Newspeak staff 
Alter rece1Y1ng their shortened version of 
Peddler '79 months late. many students are 
wondering about the fate of Peddler '80. 
Bob Fuller, editor of Peddler '81 is pleased 
to report that the books are scheduled to be 
shipped on Oct 3 In fact. Fuller 1s hoping to 
get the books shipped early in order for 
them to be distributed before Homecoming 
The 1960 yearbook did encounter its 
share of problems last year Taylor Publish 
ing Co .. which was originally scheduled to 
print the book, left the Peddler staff without 
the services of as representative for over 
three months when WPl's original repre-
sentatives left the company 
In March, due to the lack of serv1ce, Mark 
... Theo's 
(continued from page 3) 
was runny. but flavorful At dessert lime the 
ch0tces were 1ello or vanilla pudding 
Homemade vanilla custard and nutmeg 1s 
for lovers of such (like me) and others tend 
to shy away from it. Fortunately, on other 
days one can have chocolate or tapioca 
Riley, editor of Peddler '80 decided to 
switch to Hunter Publishing Co, with Ms 
Linda Miller as service representative. Des-
pite the change Peddler '60 was success-
fully completed and was recently described 
by Fuller as "a better book than any put out 
by WPI 1n the 70's" Both Ms Miller and the 
staff are ophm1shc about the book's chan-
ces at nallonwtde awards. 
The '81 Peddler staff has begun to form 
with Carl Nergararian as associate editor • 
Jeff Dick as business manager and Mau-
reen Sexton as copy editor The first 
Peddler staff meeting will be held tonight at 
7:00 p.m. 1n Higgins 109 Everyone is wel-
come Experienced photographers and 
layout persons are especially needed. 
pudding At the close of our meal, we were 
both stuffed at less than $3 each. 
Theo's 1s situated on the corner of High· 
land and Berkshire Streets. and Is open 
Monday through Friday 7 a.m to 7 p.m .. 
Saturday 7 a.m to 3:30 p.m , and Is closed 
all day Sunday 
W Pl INEPT\TUDE WAL.L OF fAME- -12: Ef ,.,o Dooflk 
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Homecoming queen contest 
Nominations are now open for the 1980 WPI Homecoming Queen Contest. Ap· 
pllcatlons must be received by the Student Affairs Office no later than 5:00 p.m. 
on Friday, Sept. 26, 1980. 
• Candidate must be a full-time undergraduate woman at WPI. 
• Application must be signed by the candidate. 
• Candidate must be sponsored by one of the following campus groups: 
Any official WPI organization (I.e., fraternities, clubs, offices, departments). 
Individual floors from Riiey, Daniels, and Morgan residence halls. 
Stoddard A, B, and C, Ellsworth and Fuller may nominate ONE candidate 
apiece. 
Trowbridge 25 and 28, and Elbridge 16 may nominate ONE candidate apiece. 
Commuters may nominate ONE candidate. 
• Fee of $15.00 must be submitted with application. Make checks payable to 
WPI. 
•Candidates must be escorted to the Saturday football game, and the Saturday 
evening Night-Club on October '4. 1980. 
The 1980 Homecoming Queen will be determined by a voting by the WPI 
Student Body. Voting wlll take place on Thursday, October 2, 1980 In Daniels Hall. 
------------------------------
~ 1980 ~ 
Homecoming Queen 
Nomination 
(Submission deadline: 5:00 p.m., September 26, 1980 to 
the Office of Student Affairs.) 
Sponsoring group and contact person: 
Candidate Information 
P.O. Box 
Phone 
I have consented to be nominated as a candidate for the 1980 WPI 
Homecoming Queen Contest and will attend all functions connected with the 
Homecoming Queen Contest: 
Candidates Signature 
Enclosed la the $15.00 appllcatlon fee. 
Don't play games 
by MaurHn Higgins 
FHtures editor 
How depressing ... following a date 
at the Paradise, Boston with another 
playing to the deserted Goat's Head 
Pub, Worcester. Saturday, September 
13th, was the seoond time The Games 
were disappointed with the sad turn-
outs at the Pub. Well, If you really 
prefer to be packed llke sardines with 
sods spllllng beer everywhere In some 
sweltering, dingy cellar, It Is certalnly 
your prerogative to do so and forego 
exposure to new music and entertain· 
ment offerings at the Pub. Admittedly, 
the Pub doesn't have the most socially 
liberated atmosphere, but lucid good 
times can be had there without much 
effort. 
The Games are two year veterans of 
the Boston New Wave scene. They 
speclallze In rock and pop music from 
or adapted to the 1960'8 British rock 
mode with an occasional fifties R&B or 
purely punk tune mixed In. Since their 
appearance here last spring, they've 
begun to bring In more of their own 
material and lessen their reliance on 
covers. In fact, they prefer warming up 
with all original materlal for bigger 
name bands or doing all original shows 
at clubs to the college circuit. This 
gives them a chance to be themselves 
and not conform to somebody's Idea of 
a New Wave band. In their costuming It 
Is obvious that they are Individuals first 
and a New Wave band second. The 
bassist sported black spandex jeans 
I I The Gemea. 
and a '60's vintage shirt with the 
Dating Game motif. One guitarist had a 
sparkly red skinny tie and normal 
street clothes. They all wore gold 
gilded shoes. The point Is they are only 
as faddlshly New Wave as they want to 
be. 
Not being familiar with their material 
It Is dlfflcult to critique their songs. 
The most memorable original song, 
"Uncle Eddie," had catchy lyrics deplc· 
ted the uncle who tipples too much. 
" You Need Me" was pogolng music, 
but alas the dance floor was all but 
bare. The covers were well done and 
one Eagles song was almost 
unrecognlzably New Wave, what an 
Improvement! The covers that revved 
up the audience Included the Doors' 
" Love Me 2 Times," music to twist to 
such as "Glad All Over" by the Dave 
Clark Five, and R&B fav " Red Hot" by 
Robert Gordon. 
The Games (Ted Powers: Lead 
vocals and guitar, Dan Reddington: 
bass and vocals, Paul Rosenfield: lead 
guitar and vocals, and Phll Demeo: 
drums and vocals) were energetic per-
formers and were able to laugh at the 
dismal Pub situation I.e. " Excuse me, 
please clear a path so that the band 
can get to their dressing room." Red· 
dlngton's Bo Dlddly-style guitar hops 
livened things up and brought on a 
semblance of audience participation 
as did their rendition of "Allouette." 50 
cents for such good tunes Is charity 
and I'm glad I was one of the needy. 
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c1ass1f1eds are limited to 6 hnes. Those over 6 hnes must be paid for at the ott-
1 campus rate of 25 cents/ line Deadline is Saturday noon tor the following 
I Tuesday issue. Mail to WP/ Newspeak Box 2472. or bring to WPI Newspeak, 
I Room 01 , basement, Sanford Ailey Hall. Forms must be filled with name, address 
I and phone no tor ad to be printed 
NAME 
ADDRESS---------- TOTAL ENCLOSED __ _ 
AD TO R~D AS FOLLOWS 
Allow only 30 characters per hne. 
I ---------------------1 
I ---------------------2 I --~~-~~-~-------~-~~~3 
I --------------4 _______________________ $ 
I -----------------------• 
'--·----·------·-- ·------------~J 
ADDRESS AHO lluft ..,....,.... at 
holM. S100 per month poealble. 
Otter, Mnd $1.00 (refundllble) to: 
Trtple ·s·, 111-C J~lper Roed, 
Pinon Hiiie, CA 12312 
---------
ACTUAU Y, .. MX-erued tech 
men prefer Aler 3rdf 
I LOVE yout Many melll 
---------
WE NEED MX 1tarwd tech men on 
Alley 2nd and •• to you dlegruntled 
occupent of Alley 2nd, keep down 
the moane In your room. 
1i9ned, 
Alley 2nd 
tlctet Me1tl. 
LADIESI LOOKING FOR A PART 
TIME JOB? Hard to believe Chrt1t-
ma1 l1 lu1t around thecomer. Would 
you Ilk• to be your own boll, make 
new friend•, •verage $50 tor 3 hn. 
wortc and have fun whll• doing It? I 
do. I'm an Unden:overWear Agent 
and I love IU Call Dawn for detail• at 
853-4532 or atop by Malling and 
Ouplle11tlng. 
---------
CARPETS FOR .. tell Cut to flt your 
room. Excetlent condlUon only $30. 
For more Info contact Scott Bishop 
757-1787. 
---------
TO THE dlagruntled OCCUP11nt of 
Rlely 2nd - If you can't 1tand the 
he•t, get out of the kllchenll 
algned, 
• .. x ... tarved tech m11n 
DISGRUNTLED OCCUPANT: Are 
rou I celebate?ll It thafl the CHe, 
get thff to a nunnery." Don't be to 
Ignorant to think th•t every guy Who 
goea to Alley 2nd h11 only one thing 
In mind. Why don't you give u1 a 
break! 
1lgned, 
1uppo1ed 11MX·ltarved" 
Tech men 
---------
TYPING - FHt, •ccurate typing of 
your .,..,.,.. or pro)ec:ta. Campu1 
pickup and dellvery. C•H Debt 
Brodin at 393-7242. 
FOR SALE: BHlc 1tereo profe1-
1lon•I power amp. 200 W. per chan-
nel. 19 Inch reek MT. $400 or belt 
offer. Call D.ve 791-1349 or Box 
939. 
we Buy used Recor<ts 
1AL-BUMS 
""' ..,. .... 1 
Monday -Friday : 11 am to 9 pm 
Saturday: 10am to &pm 
310% Park Avenue, worcester, MA 
Behind Colonial Bakery 
'R!lephone: 798-3657 
featuring 
The Southern rock of 
STILLWATER 
with 
Jeanne French 
SATURDAY SEPTEMBER 20 
8:00 p.m. 
HARRINGTON AUDffORIUM 
ADMISSION AT THE DOOR 
•2 Tech---'3 Non-Tech 
f~: ~I 
-r ' 
~ ~ ................ ~ ............. .:i~ J 
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... Fraternity guidelines 
(continued from page 1) 
scene, but Reeves assures that at this 
stage, the problem has been resolved. 
He added, "I did take action against 
them That's enough said. We have set-
tled the Issue." 
On Tuesday, Sept. 9, Reeves called a 
meeting of all fraternity presidents, 
and to prepare for the meeting, the 
OSA drew up a set of guldellnes for 
future parties But the guidelines are In 
affect only •·until such time as our 
fraternities have organized and agreed 
on party regulations which are 
the frats regain the opportunity. 
"lnstltutlonally, WPI Has taken the 
stand that we will be good neighbors 
and work with the students and still 
promote fun that college llfe should of-
fer," commented Reeves. " At the same 
time, we have done things that are 
reasonable to do. So, any further 
disruptions are simply Indefensible. I 
made a similar statement to the city 
police." 
Effect• With Fratemltlea 
Bob Reinfurt, Rush Chairman at 
Alpha Chi Rho, shared his feelings 
which are a general consensus of his 
lnstl tutlonally, WPI Has taken the stand that 
we will be good neighbors and work with 
the students and still promote fun that 
college llfe should offer. 
mutually acceptable to this (OSA) of· 
flee ... •• The guidelines are Included at 
the conclusion of this article. 
The meeting ended with the consen· 
sus that the guldellnes would be 
followed and no amendments were 
made at the time. 
Continued Reeves, "We saw the 
possibility of getting hurt, having the 
fraternities closed down, and bad will 
toward WPI and growing frustrations 
with anyone who represents the In· 
stltutlon. The fraternities are a part of 
the school and It (the guldellnes) was 
done to be constructive rather than 
destructive. The response was very 
good." 
Also present at the meeting were 
Chief Leahy of the Worcester Police 
Department and Lt. Hackett, an In· 
vestlgator for the licensing com· 
mission and also a member of the 
WPD. They spoke lo the presidents not 
only about the consequences of fur· 
ther disturbances, but also of other 
resources available to the fraternities. 
One key guideline devised was the 
hiring of an off-duty police officer to at· 
tend the parties. The chief made It 
clear that he wanted to clear the mat-
ter up. 
Reeves feels that the neighbors will 
be more sensitive now. They wlll still 
complain when they see any activities 
going on around the fraternities. In this 
tespect, he feels that the fraternities 
must be extraordinarily careful, 
because It will take time. 
house, on the guidelines and the ban. 
Relnfurt was In favor of both the ban 
and the guidelines, because he felt 
that It would give the freshmen a better 
chance to choose houses. Now the 
fraternities wlll have to schedule a lot 
of other activities as part of the rush. 
"I think It's good," he added. 
"People will look closer at houses now. 
Parties don't allow you to meet people 
and there will have to be a lot more of a 
one-on-one rush rather than groups." 
Last year AXP, as well as many of 
the other houses, held one or more par-
ties each week. Thia year, they wlll be 
limited to having four parties per term, 
two on week nights and two on 
weekends, not Inclusive of home-
coming and Parent's Weekends. 
"I thi nk they're doing the right thing. 
Certain frats were abusing the rights of 
neighbors," he added. 
AXP was one of the houses that 
cancelled a party In order to comply 
with the ban. Said Chris Duggan, AXP'a 
public relations man, "We followed the 
ban. Said Chris Duggan, AXP's public 
relations man. "We followed the ban, 
notifying with posters around campus, 
announcing the cancellatlon." Theta 
Chi also displayed posters announcing 
the cancellation of Its party. 
GuldellnH 
Here Is a llst of the guidelines as In· 
dicated by the OSA. Untll the frater· 
n1tles decide as a group what other ac· 
lions to take, these will be the 
guidelines for any future fraternity par-
ty at WP!. 
parties. (That Is, if X Fraternity 
schedules a party for Monday night 
and Y Fraternity schedules one for 
Tuesday night, No parties may be 
scheduled for Wednesday or Thursday 
night of that week.) 
4. Only two (2) parties may occur on 
any given week night. (When you come 
to the Office of Student Affairs to 
register your party, you will be able to 
check to see If the maximum of two (2) 
parties have already been scheduled 
for the week night you want. If two (2) 
parties have been scheduled for that 
night, you wfll not be able to register 
your party.) 
5. No large scale parties are allowed 
on weeknights. Generally, open parties 
are not allowed on week nights with 
the following exception: Upon special 
permission from the Office of Student 
Affairs open rush functions may occur 
on week nights If guests are In· 
dlvldually Invited rather than having 
the function open to the college com-
munity at large. 
6. All fraternities having open parties 
on weekends must hire an off-duty 
police officer to attend and monitor the 
Robert A .. we. 
P1ge7 
party. 
7. For 111/ parties, fraternities must 
comply with city, state and WPI Laws. 
codes and regulations. This Includes 
but does not limit compliance to ob-
taining a liquor license when alcoholic 
beverages are to be sold. 
8. Any Individual fraternity house 
may only register for two (2) week night 
and two (2) weekend parties per term. 
(Exclusive of Homecoming and 
Parent's Weekends.) 
Closed rush parties where only 
freshmen are Individually Invited and 
no other outsiders are Invited are 
exempt from the two (2) party limits 
listed above. The closed rush party 
police Is Instituted on a trial basis at 
this time and will be reviewed for 
modification at a later date. 
9. Individual fraternities are respon· 
alble for cleaning up after parties. This 
not only refers to cleaning up the area 
directly ad}acent to the fraternity 
house but also any debris created as a 
result of the party found on neighbors' 
lawns, the street and the sidewalks. 
This must be completed by 9:00 a.m. on 
the day following the party. 
-KefthAtar Another Important conflict for the fraternities Is their lnablttty to acquire 
liquor licenses. The city will not Issue a 
liquor license to any of the fraternities 
unless WPI In writing agrees to accept 
responsibility for what happens at 
them. Saye Reeves, " ... and we can't do 
that." Technically, the fraternities 
cannot sell liquor at this time, but 
Reeves Is trying from his office to have 
1. A party Is defined as any social 
function which Includes participation 
by person(s) not already residing In the 
fraternity house. 
2. All fraternity parties must be 
registered five (5) days In advance at 
the Offlce.ol Student Affairs. 
... Parking regulations 
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3. No more than two (2) week nights 
(Monday-Thursday) may be used for 
(continued from page 14) 
Other penalt ies: 
Parking a non.authorized vehicle. 10.00 
Snow Removal violation ••....... 10.00 
,-------------------------------, 
Are you an occupational Ignoramus 
I 
I I If you aren't sure what a 
I professional In your ma}or actually does, or If you're thinking of changing 
I majors, then this new seminar series le designed for you. The one·hour 
I seminars will be Informal meetings 
with professionals a couple years out 
of school. They wlll be held on campus 
at 7:00 p.m. on Wednesdays, Septem· 
ber 24, October 1, and October 8. 
Enrollment Is limited for this pilot 
program. Return this form to Wllllam 
Trask, Boynton Hall by Friday, Sep-
tember 19. 
NAME-----------------------
WPI eox ______ MAJOR-
ALSO LIKE TO LEARN 
ABOUT THESE MAJORS: 
Speeding or operating negllgently10.00 
Giving false address for purpose of 
obtaining a WPI parking permit .. 25.00 
Parking fines will be paid at the 
Campus Police Office. 
Students with deposit - fines will 
be deducted from deposit. 
Failure to pay fines wlll result In loss 
of d riving and parking prlvlleges on the 
campus. Loss of privileges does not 
cancel llablllty for fines. The Campus 
Police Office wlll refer all violations 
not paid to the Accounting Office for 
collecllon. 
Students who fall to pay will not be 
ellglble to register or to receive 
diplomas, transcripts, or other official 
document or service of the college. 
The Campus Police Office Is 
authorized to obtain listings from the 
Registry of Motor Vehicles and assess 
charges to the violator. 
If a person has a properly registered 
vehicle with the Campus Police and 
because of some emergency II Is 
necessary to bring another oar, they 
wlll park In the designated area for the 
decal which was Issued to them and 
notify the Campus Police. 
General NotH of Traffic 1nd P1rklng: 
These regulations are subject to 
revision at any time Changes, If any, 
wlll be posted on campus bulletin 
boards, published In the WPI 
Newspeak and In Monday Memo. 
Changes wlll take effect when 
published. 
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Highland Street comes ali~ 
, 
by Maureen Higgins 
Features editor 
The Second Annual Highland Street Renaissance, a com-
bination block party, sidewalk sale, and country fair, brought 
good times and good music to those who ventured down the 
street. Sponsored by Highland Street merchants, the 
Renaissance jammed the block from Tech Pharmacy to the 
Midheaven with crowds seeking diversion from a sunny, but 
otherwise potentially dull and routine Sunday on September 
7th. What they found was food (organic melon slices to cot-
ton candy), entertainment (kiddie rides to faces grease-
painted on request), music (Crockett to Mike Wakefield's 
Percussion Ensemble), and things for sale (a $1 rack at 
Shakey Jakes and turquoise and silver jewelry purveyed by a 
fully costumed "Indian". And who said nothing interesting 
ever happens around here? 
Photo• 
by 
John Mar 
From one cfown to enother. 
TuHday, September 18, 1980 
~e 
Turquolee Jewe1rY purveyor. 
-Wot'Cftter'a Crockett rocU Hlghlenet atrMt. 
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Beth Martin breaks Bryant 
by Lisa Longwell 
Newspeak staff 
On September 10, the WPI Women's 
Tennis Team handed Bryant College 
their first defeat. The season opener 
for both teams and held at the Bryant 
singles respectively, walked off with 
hard fought straight set victories. Our 
second doubles duo, Cathy Girouard 
and Gail Strzepa, had no trouble In 
posting a convincing 6-1. 6-1 victory. 
The three remaining singles, however, 
SpORTS 
courts, this was the first time that WPI 
had ever defeated Bryant. The final 
score was 4·3 Even though the winning 
margin was small, It doesn't reveal Just 
how close the match really was. 
The first point of the day was scored 
by the first doubles team from Bryant. 
For WPI, Lisa Longwell and Debbie 
Biederman, at number one and two 
spilt sets. At this point, it became clear 
that the teams were well·matched and 
it could go either way. To achieve a vic-
tory, WPI had to win one of these three 
remaining three set battles. Unfor· 
lunately, Bryant won the first two to 
even the score at 3·3. 
But, there was still one singles match 
to be completed, one final set that 
Field hockey working 
toward unity 
by Shauna Donovan 
co-sports editor 
The WPI Women's field hockey 
squad looks strong this season. 
Working together as a team for the first 
time, the girls displayed their talents In 
a scrimmage with New Hampshire 
College, Thursday, September 11 at 
home. 
Playing weU Individually the girls 
showed a need for more time together. 
Because of the large number of fresh· 
men joining the team, the group has 
not been associated long enough to 
gain the experience of playing with 
each other. 
Sporting WPl's colors this year are: 
Senior • Bonnie Cook; Juniors · 
Lorraine Ecchern and Jane Adamson; 
Sophomores • Terese Kwiatkowski, 
r [ r r 
Meggan McGulness, Carla Blakslee, 
Shauna Donovan, and Wendy Steb-
bins; and Freshmen - Peggy Crilly, 
Rochelle Scala, Nancy Denehy, Cathy 
Dalton, Jenny Davis, Leslie White. 
Angela Padavano, Kelli Mackey, Karen 
Brock, and Kathy Cronin. 
With their new strength, the girls are 
expecting a winning. season. Everyone 
is encouraged to watch them succeed. 
Upcoming matches Include a playday 
with Worcester area schools Saturday, 
September 13 at Worcester State 
College and the season opener against 
Clark on Wednesday, September 17 at 
WPl's soccer field. Also WPI wlll 
challenge Worcester State College on 
Friday, September 19 and Franklin 
Pierce Saturday, September 20 - both 
away. 
would decide the whole match. It was 
up to Beth Martin who was playing in 
the number three singles position. A 
few days earlier, only number five on 
the ladder, Beth had to prove to herself 
and the team that she could hold her 
own. In the first set of her match, Beth 
took a commanding 5·2 lead, but finally 
took the set by only a slim 7-5 margin. 
The opposition was gettlng stronger 
and It seemed the momentum was 
changing. To make matters worse, 
Beth had pulled a muscle In her back 
and It was clear that the Bryant player 
was taking advantage of this situation 
by overplaying Beth's backhand and 
forcing Beth to hit numerous 
overheads. Bryant's strategy paid off 
with a second set victory. During their 
break prior to the third set, Coach Ken· 
nedy applied the necessary first aid to 
make Beth ready to start the third set. 
It was still unknown, however, how Im· 
portant this one set would be. ' 
Obviously still In pain, Beth lost the 
first three games of the set. It was at 
this point that Bryant had tied the 
score. The pressure was on ... Although 
the match seemed out of reach, Beth 
Search for new 
had to tight back. At the time when 
most players start to play too 
cautiously, Beth began to hit harder, 
play aggressively, and run down each 
and every ball. She made some 
tremendous gets, nothing was out of 
reach. Always an uphill climb, she 
finally tied the score at 6-6. It seemed 
appropriate that this would be decided 
in a 12 point tiebreaker. Beth finally 
pulled ahead and emerged victorious. 
• Beth 's undying determination not 
only gave WPI the victory, but has 
created additional team spirit, unity, 
and self-confidence. However, a tough 
schedule lies ahead. We will face Em· 
manual College on the 16th and Clark 
University on the 17th at home. As yet 
undefeated, the team wlll have only 
five matches at home. The matches 
will begin at 3:30 and we hope to see 
some support from the WPI Com-
munity. The members of the team are: 
Debbie Biederman, Stacie Burkhardt, 
Leslie Cornwall, Cindy Gagnon, Cathy 
Girouard, Debbie Harrow, Jocelyn 
Kent, Allison Krebs, Lisa Longwell, 
Beth Martin, Lynne Ondek, Karen 
Scala, Blta Solhjoo, Gall Strzepa, and 
Karla Twedt. 
swim coach progressing 
The search for a swimming coach to 
replace former coach Steve Dlguette 
may soon be over, according to 
Athletic Director George Flood. At a 
meeting with the swim team on Wed· 
nesday night, Flood set Monday, Sep-
tember 22 as a target date for the end 
of the search. 
After contacting twenty-five colleges 
and universities around the northeast 
and finding no takers for the part-time 
position, Flood turned the search more 
locally, with greater success. Flood 
said that he now has four or five 
prospects for the position. 
Flood also said that he hopes to 
have the new coach start practice for 
the swim team around October 1. The 
team's first meet Is on December 2. 
The new coach will inherit a team 
which posted a 7-4 record last year, In· 
eluding an upset victory over Boston 
College, but which has suffered heavy 
graduation losses. However, this 
season will feature the return of six· 
time AIAW Small College All-American 
Suzanne Call, as well as Junior co· 
captains John Lee and Todd Dean, a 
supporting cast of a few other retur· 
nees and as many as seven freshmen. 
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Norwich downs Engineers 23-6 
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Pathways is a creative arts magazine that made its debut on campus last spring. 
This year two issues are planned, and if you did not aet involved last year or are 
new to the school this is the time to get involved. Material is needed for the next 
issue of the publication. Any fiction, poetry, essays, drawings, cartoons, humor 
or photography is welcome. Editing IS done on a communal basis by the staff and 
new ideas are essential. 
Meetings are held Wednesdays at 7:00 p.m. in the Newspeak Office, RiJey 01 
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... New admissions head 
(contln&*I from pege 1) 
"Plan" In add1t1on. Mr. Seaberg com· 
mented that 11 he ever left WPI, he would not 
work 1n Admissions anywhere else 
Seaberg's opinions concerning the cam-
pus are equally enthus1ast1c. He remarked 
confidently that he thOught that WPI had a 
" good campus" that was "relatively 
happy " (He added that ttus 1mpress1on 
weas derived largely from talks With pros· 
pect1ve transfer students who had been 
exposed to the WPI campus.) 
At this point in the 1nterv1ew, the discus-
sion shifted to engineering enrollment. 1n 
general Mr Seaberg noted that the propor· 
tion of students entering engineering col-
leges today is the same as 11 was ten years 
ago However, lhe number of students 
entering these 1nsutut1ons 1s presently at a 
peak Part of this peak 1s attributable to the 
current influx of women entenng engineer· 
1ng and technical science-related l1elds or 
study, a trend that Mr Seaberg referred to 
.. s "tremendous .. Not unexpectedly, this 
~ears freshmen class is approximately 
22% women, an increase from the preVlOUS 
year's enrollment figures conhnuing the 
rt&ng percentage of women m tile entering 
Class at WPI in the recent past Seaberg 
attributes a large share ol this prochv1ty to 
the enormous amount of pubhctty that has 
been generated by the government, pnvate 
industry and women's organizations 
Below are listed the breakdown of each 
class accordmg to the "declared majors" of 
its constituents. 
·Examining these figures. one notices that 
the Electrical Engineering and Computer 
Science departments have a relatively 
large freshman enrollment (taking into 
account the size of the respective classes). 
Ttils circumstance substantiates one of 
Seaberg's remarks· " ... engineering 1s very 
reflective of the economic situation:· The 
increased enrollment tn these two depart-
ments seems to be particularly focused 
toward lhe expected JOb market 1n the 
1980's 
In an effort to lure more high school stu· 
dents With leanings 1n the engineering 
direction, WPI has increased its recruit-
ment efforts in areas where. according to 
Mr. Seaberg. 1h1s school has an "indenhty 
cns1s " WPI, located here In the 'heart of 
New England', 1s well-known in industry 
nauon-wide. however, its scope of recogni-
tion 1s, for the most part, limited to the sur-
rounding New England area when 
speaking of high-school age students' 
fam1hanty Consequently, more intensive 
efforts are being aimed at the eastern por-
tions of upstate New York and New Jersey. 
Declared major 
Claaa CIHI CIHI CIHa 
MAJOR 
of of of of 
1984 1813 1812 1981 BM 26 3 0 1 
CE 61 52 54 71 CH 8 8 13 14 CM 75 75 67 52 
cs 97 64 49 43 EE 180 154 136 139 
LS 19 5 7 6 MA 16 10 7 14 
ME 138 172 132 156 
MG 16 3 6 16 MGE 11 27 26 41 PH 23 16 15 16 PL 1 4 6 
Other 45 42 27 
Tot.I e s 558 802 
as well as major cities in other parts of the 
United States. 
Beyond these attempts to increase the 
range of WPl's reputation Mr Seaberg feels 
that most of the steps necessary to improve 
the WPI campus and rts program have 
already been effectuated, and what 
remains 1s the 1deahsttc "possibility of doing 
what we're doing better " For, according to 
the new Director or Admissions. "as college 
1s its faculty," and his ardent falth In WPl 's 
faculty and adm1n1stration reinforces his 
confidence 1n WPI as a whole 
Seaberg was appointed to his present 
position attar he and the other condidates 
were interviewed by undergraduate stU· 
dents. faculty and admtn1strastive person-
nel Each of the interviewers then 
discussed their sentiments with President 
Cranch who, alter weighing the evidence 
presented, chose Seaberg for the postion 
that he now holds. At the very least, Sea-
berg seems at the onset, to be a man who 
enjoys his work. a ranty in today's society. 
Whether or not he will remain atop the crest 
of the wave he now rides shell not be 
revealed for some time But it seems that 
the launching of his new assignment has 
been a spirited one: as vitality that one 
hopes will remain. 
... Surface sciences 
(continued from peg• 1) 
1stry department. one of the major propo-
nents of surface science at WPI, feels that ii 
Is important for students to reallze the grow· 
1ng importance of this field and become 
cognizant of lhe opportunities it offers. In an 
1nterv1ew on Wednesday of last week 
(watched over by a bust or the 19th century 
Germen chemist Friedrich August Kekule 
von Stradon1t2) Plumb stressed the point 
that "surface phenomena are or interest to 
material scientists, chemists, chemical 
engineers. biologists and others as well. 
Membrane biology is a surface pheno-
mena Electncal engineers in the solid· 
state field are concerned with surface 
science Almost everything happens at sur. 
laces - relatively few events occur 1n bulk 
phases" 
W~1Je surface science has a tong history, 
lhe held had fallen behind the physics and 
ohem1stry of the other three states because 
ot the lack of experimental techniques that 
could deal with the thin layers of molecules 
involved Presently. however. lhe field has 
broken wide open. According to Plumb, the 
reason for this is a whole new array of phys-
ical/ chemical methods such as UPS (ultra. 
violet photoelectron spectroscopy) the 
LED (low energy electron diffraclton) that 
have been instrumental in major new 
breakthroughs. Plumb also added that 
there is "some computer modeling In the 
field, but its not a major component. Its a 
tool that described the results of an 
experiment " 
A whole host of professional scientists 
and educators coincide with Plumb in their 
belief that surface science Is one of the 
fastest growing mterd1scipllnary topics m 
science today. David Turnbull. a physical 
chemist and a professor of materials 
science at Harvard University. in his 
acceptance speech for the 1979 Materials 
Research Society Award said, "Now as I 
rashly promised, fwilltrytoguesswhatmay 
happen next It is always safe to predict that 
one of the major future frontiers will be sur-
face and interface science." George C 
Pimental, Deputy Director of the National 
Science Foundation, wrote to Dr Plumb 
"My impression Is that the Importance of 
surface science Is increasingly recog-
nized and understood." 
Colleges and universities are also 
increasing the surface science content of 
their program. According to Plumb, 
Carnegie-Mellon has an lnterdiscfpllnary 
program In surface science. Some schools 
have developed degree programs in the 
area. Plumb said that things "haven't been 
carried far enough here to formulate a 
degree program yet - but its a possibility 
(continued on pege 13) 
RTRAITS 
SENIORS I 
IF YOU DID NOT MAKE AN 
APPOINTMENT FOR YOUR 
SENIOR PORTRAIT AT 
REGISTRATION 
YOU MAY DO SO IN THE 
PEDDLER OFFICE 
BETWEEN 
11·1 MON-FRI 
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I ••• Surface science opportunities 
(continued from page 12) 
though Many students get a tradrhonal 
degree and then spec1aftze 1n surface 
science " One thing that's being done at 
WPI to promote the study of interface 
science 1s the offenng of CH ~540-sur1ace 
chemistry The course descrrptron reads 1n 
part " 'The phenomena which take place at 
Surfec• IClence opportunttlH. 
interfaces and the physical and chemical 
pr1nc1ples which control these processes 
Many scien11frc concepts which are un1quo 
10 Interlaces are cons dared Instrumental 
methods Which are spec1f1cally designed 
lor study of surfaces such as UPS, ESCA. 
and LEED. are covered This material is 
essenllal to an understanding of modern 
-John Mar 
IMPOITAllT SHIIGI MEmNG 
TlllS. SlPT. 11 7111 , •• • 
Ill llAlllNllOM AUIMTHIUll (.,,... .. ntllert) 
IOPICS-JOIS AND CAIHI OPPOllUNITIES (Mr. Wlla.• Trail) 
SINIOI ACTIYnlES 
ALSO 
FIH DRAWING FOi 3 Pr. of BEATLEMANIA TICIEn (SAT. SEPT. 20) 
research in surface science 1nlcuding pho· 
toca1a1ysls and heterogeneous catalysis 
and underlies many recent technological 
advances such as photocopying pro-
cesses, 1et Ink pnnt1ng and photochemlcat 
energy conversion, lrom Wh1Ch lllustrat1ons 
wtll be drawn " 
Employers are atso looking for people 
with background rn tho surface sciences 
Plumb stated that "1f one scans Chemical 
and Engineenng News more than one th rd 
of the ads are for people in areas related to 
sur1ace sc ence Tho same goes for 
awards 1n advanced design and research 
ac1tv11tes Again tis on the order ot one-th rd 
given tor new research m surface science." 
Bell Telephone's hber optic commun1ca· 
Uon system utilizes the optical properties ol 
rnterfaces Exxon research has developed 
an econom1cat uranium extraction proce-
dure usrng a hquid membrane process 
Dennison Manufacturing Company and 
IBM are leaders In the field ol computer 
controlled high speed (a page rn two 
seconds) 1et Ink printing - wtuch involves a 
great deal of surface chem stry Energy 
conversion using photolectrochcm1stry s 
another aspect of surface chemistry tha· 
has great promise 
Under lho guidance of Professor Plum 
and other Interested members of the WP 
lacutty research fac1ht1es n the surlace 
and interlace sciences are be ng 
expanded Students who a~e ntercsted n 
work ng 1n these areas should contact 
members of the faculty (such as Dr Plumb 
Of material scientists interested 1n mem· 
brans biology, etc) depending on t'1otr spe 
c1a11y As Dr Plumb said, "certain helds 
tend to slagnate alter a while. but lhere s 
continually someth ng new in sunace 
science" 
CAMpus . CApsulEs 
P•thw•y• 
Pathways, the creative arts 
magazine will have an organizational 
meeting again this week. The meeting 
wlll be on Wednesday, September 17, 
at 7:00 p.m. In the Newspeak office. 
Any and all Interested people are en-
couraged to attend. (Newspeak office 
Is In the basement of Riiey.) 
M•ll reminder 
In order to avoid delay of Inter-cam-
pus mall, It is requested that mall ad· 
dressed tQ faculty and staff members 
Include the addressee's name 
and department only. Building de· 
slgnatlons or room numbers should 
not be used. All student mall should 
Include the person's name and box 
number. A lso, all mall to be sent out to 
students must be In numerical order by 
box numbers. Any mall not received In 
alphabetical order w l ll be returned . 
SAB meeting 
There will be a Student Activities 
Board meeting on Sept. 17, 1980 •t 7:00 
p .m. In Higgins labs 109. A represen-
tative from your club should be present 
to discuss the following agenda. 
Please be prompt. 
Agenda: Van regulahons and 
forms; Budgets; New Clubs. 
Chffrtng meeting 
There will be a meeting for all cheerlead· 
ers on Wednesday. September 17, 1980 at 
7 .00 p m 1n H1gg1ns Labs 109 
IN THE GOAT'S HEAD PUB 
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Parking and traffic regulations 1980-81 
These regulations are made for the 
convenience of all so that the llmlted 
parking facllltles wlll be avallable to 
faculty, administration and students 
who are entltled to park on campus. 
These regulations apply to faculty, 
staff and students and are In effect 
throughout the year. These rules also 
apply during night study and summer 
school programs. 
PARKING RULES 
1. Only motor vehicles displaying a 
current and properly color-coded decal 
are permitted to use the designated 
areas on the campus. The decal should 
be placed on the Inside of the rear win-
dow on the right or curb side of the 
vehlcle. The vehlcle Is not considered 
registered unless the decal la visible. 
2. New decals must be obtain each 
year by students by flllng an ap-
pllcatlon with the Campus Police Of· 
flee. A driver's license and automobile 
registration are necessary. R• 
placement of lost decals Issued 
during the year Is free. Addltlonal 
decals for more than one car are also 
free. 
3. Parking Areas: Outside visitors 
may park around the flag pole circle on 
the West Campus and designated area 
marked " VISITORS" on the East Cam· 
pus. 
a. East Campus Lot (off Boynton 
Street, behind Library) open to faculty. 
staff and students with black, gold, 
orange and sliver parking decals. Over· 
flow from other lots may park here 
regardless of decal color. 
b. Lot behind Salisbury and Atwater 
Kent - no parking. 
c. Lot behind Goddard Hall -
Faculty and staff only with gray 
deeals. 
d. West Campus Parking Lot - for 
faculty and staff with yellow and silver 
decals. The Baptist Church lot Is 
available with brown decal required; 
croaa-reglatrants may use the Baptist 
Church lot. 
e. Stoddard and Dover Parking Lot -
Blue decals only. 
f. Ellsworth Parking Lot - Green 
decals only. 
g. Fuller Parking Lot - Red decals 
only. 
h. Front of Atwater Kent - Con· 
structlon Workers only. 
Note: Cars with Improperly colored 
decals wlll be considered Illegally 
parked If found in campus parking 
areas other than assigned, except for 
overflow parking In the East Campus 
tot. 
4. Cars must be parked enttrely 
within lined parking spaces. An Im· 
properly parked car In the adjacent 
space does not constitute an excuse 
for straddling the painted llne. 
5. Students from other Consortium 
schools parking at WPI on other than a 
one-time basis are required to register 
(no fee charged) with tne WPI Campus 
Police. 
6. No campers may be parked on 
campus. 
7. All motorcycles must be parked 
behind Higgins Laboratory. 
8 No overnight parking is permitted 
on East, West, Goddard, Stoddard or 
Dover Lot. Residents of Stoddard, Ells-
worth and Fuller may park overnight 
with properly registered cars. 
9. A three Inch snow fall will require 
plowing operations. This may take 
place between 5 :00 p.m. and 8:00 a.m . 
on weekdays and from noon on Satur-
day to 8:00 a. m. on Monday on 
weekends. NO vehicle wlll be allowed 
to be left on campus overnight unless 
the campus Pollce Office has been 
notified and proper arrangements have 
been made. 
10. Improperly parked vehicles wlll 
be towed away and stored at the 
owner's expense, In accord with Mass. 
General L.lws, Chapter 537, Section 
120D. 
11 . No parallel parking or stopping In 
front of Daniels, Morgan or Sanford 
Riiey. 
REGISTRATION OF VEHICLES 
All students at the college with 
motor vehicles and/or motorcycles 
must register them with Campus 
Pollce whether permitted to park on 
campus or not. No fee charged unless 
parking decal Is Issued. Decals will 
cost $5. 
A registration deposit of $25.00 wlll 
be required In addition to the decal fee. 
This depasit will be the registrant's ac-
count against which traffic fines will 
be deducted. This deposit Is returnable 
at year's end, fess deductions, and wllf 
be returned by mall. Drivers not main-
taining an account will be subject to 
forfeit of their decals. Any faculty or 
staff member who abuses the privilege 
of parking on campus, and falls to pay 
assessments within 30 days, wlll have 
their __ ,71e submitted to their Depar· 
tment Head. If, after a total of 60 
calendar days from the date of the 
violation, the fine Is not resolved, 
privileges wlll be revoked and other 
appropriate action will be taken. 
Loss of privlleges does not cancel 
the llablllty for fines. 
Registrants are responslble for all 
violations Involving a motor vehicle 
bearing their decal registration and 
number, regardless of who the 
operator Is or whether the car has been 
sold or loaned. 
UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS: 
Freshmen who are living In the dorms, 
Ellsworth and Fuller Apartments are 
not permitted to have cars or any type 
of motor vehicle on campus. A 
Sophomore, Junior or Senior living In 
the dormitories or within one half mlle 
of the campus may bring a motor 
vehicle to college but will not be per· 
milled to park on campus. Residents of 
Stoddard, Ellsworth and Fuller may 
obtain parking decals for their lots and 
park overnight. 
All graduate students and assist· 
ants may obtain decals regardless of 
where they llve, but they must park 1n 
lots according to their color code. 
EVENING SCHOOL: Students 
enrolled In the following evening 
classes School of Industrial 
Management, Master of Natural 
Science and Master of Math wlll be 
required to register their car with the 
Campus Pollce and obtain a parking 
decal for the East Campus Lot (behind 
Library). The fee wlll be $2 tor the 
parking decal. 
REGISTRATION HOURS: 8:00 a.m. to 
3:30 p.m. at the Campus Pollce Office, 
Stratton Hall. 
REQUIRED INFORMATION: Driver's 
license, vehicle registration, and a 
student Identification card. 
NOTE: Any student permitted to 
have a motor vehlcle on or off campus, 
which Is llcensed outside the state of 
Massachusetts MUST flll out a Non· 
resident Student Vehlcle Information 
Form, which can be obtained from the 
Campus Police Office. This Is required 
by the laws of the Commonwealth and 
no fee Is charged for this state decal. 
TRAFFIC RULES: 
1. Campus speed llmlt Is 15 mph. 
2. Observe campus signs: Stop, Do 
Not Enter, One Way, Etc. 
3. The Institute assumes no respon· 
s1blllty for fire, theft or other damages 
to motor vehlcles or personal property. 
4. Driving or parking on walks, paths 
and normal lawn areas Is prohibited. 
5. Obstructing entrances and 
loading areas Is prohibited. 
6. Motorcycles and motorscooters 
are prohibited on EAST Campus. 
Motorcycles are to be parked on the 
west side of Higgins Laboratory. 
7. Repairing, washing, or waxing 
motor vehicles on either EAST or WEST 
Campus Is prohibited. 
8. The college has the legal right to 
order cars towed away and stored at 
owner's expense, but under ordinary 
circumstances, It Is hoped that the 
Issuance, enforcement and collection 
of tickets and fines should be suf-
ficient sanction to deter violation. 
9. Any area NOT MARKED with 
parking llnes Is a NO PARKING area. 
10. No overnight parking Is permitted 
on the EAST or WEST Campus except 
for emergency situations In which the 
Campus Police must be notified. 
11 . Follow traffic flow designated by 
signs or arrows. 
FEES AND PENALTIES 
Registration decal for motor 
vehicles (Faculty and Staff exempt 
as staff benefit) . • .• • .•..•.•• . ... $5.00 
Fines for violations of Traffic Rules 
No. 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10 and 11: ....... 3.00 
CARS WITHOUT CURRENT 
DECAL WILL BE ASSESSED AN 
ADDITIONAL $3.00 PER OFFENSE 
IF NOT PAID WITHIN 7 DAYS. 
(continued on page 7) 
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What makes Tech Hifi 
the best place to buy stereo? 
Appllance stores 
and department stores 
are not the best places 
to buy quahty stereo. 
You' ll do much better at 
a stereo store. 
The problem is, 
which stereo store? You're about 
lo read why over 2 million music 
lovers have decided to buy from 
Tech llifi 
It's OK 
to pick our brains. 
(We know our stereo). 
The s.alespeople al Tech Hifi 
know what they're talking about. 
They work at Tech because they 
love stereo. not because they 
love selling. 
Our people keep up with all 
the latest equipment. and can tell 
you the differences among the 
leading brands. 
You get to play 
at Tech Hifi, not just look. 
Some stereo stores have 
signs all over that tell you 
.. Don't Touch The Merchandise··. 
At Tech Hifi our signs say 
··come Play." We encourage you 
to spin knobs, push buttons. toss 
switches. and tr y out any of the 
components in our soundroom. 
If you take enough time to play 
in a Tech Hifi soundroom. you'll 
get a good idea of which 
equipment sounds best in your 
price range. 
The buying power of the 
65 Tech Hifi stores. 
The reason why no st.ore has 
better prices than Tech H1fi 1s no 
dealer buys quality components 
m such a huge volun1e as the 65 
Tech H1fi stores. 
You'll find our prices are as 
good as anybody"s. and often 
better on some brands. 
You might expect to pa.~· 
extra at Tech for all the extra 
things we offe1 But you won 'L. 
At Tech Hifi we back 
what you buy. 
When you make any big 
investment like quality hif1, 
make sure you're getting sound 
guarantees . 
Tech Hifi gives you guaran -
tees most stores don 't 
And we'll give them to 
you in writing. right on 
your sales slip. 
Our guaran tees 
include a 7-day 
money back 
guarantee 
(no questions 
asked). 
This SJH9 system de/Jvers /.:OOd sound at 8 low price. 
The receiver is a TDC 1500 with T-Lock tu11111g that ellminates F' 
drift. The loudsµe1>kers are compact. w1de·ra11ge Studio Design 16's and 
the turntable 1s a multiple-play Callaro 1251 wHh a E'h1l1ps cartridge. 
• 
techhifi Quality components at the right price. 
30-day pnce ~ll•u ,111lt·c· 
60-day defective 
excha.nge. 3-month 
full-credit swap I 1111· 
auy reason) and a 
1-year loudspcakc1 
tr ial 
Our guarantees an• biu·kl'CI 
by the Tech H1fi SerVIC'C Ce11tt•1-.. 
If the equipment you bu,v lrnm 
us ever needs service. we ltavt· 
trained profess10nals. who w 111 
make thtng-s nght. Fast. 
Our back-to-school sale 
This 1s a good time to bu,v <ti 
Tech H1f1. because we"re lrnv11 .... 
our annual back-to-school sale 
You"ll tmd complete systt.~111:-. 
on sale right now tor as l tltlc ai-, 
$189. and lots ol name-brand 
turntables. receivers. loud· 
speakers. and cassette dct·ks an· 
on sale as 1nd1v1dual 
components. 
Come tn llu~ Wt:'ek 
and hsten to" hat 
:vour mone.v <:an 
buy al 'Jech 11111 
The best plact· 
to buy stereo 
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Page18 NEWSPEAK Tuesd•y, September18, 1HO 
WltAT's ltAppENiNG 
Tutad1y, September 18 
Women's Tennis vs Emmanuel, home. 3:30 p.m. 
Wednt lday, September 17 
tmagmus Pont Sale, Wedge, 9·00-5:00 p.m: 
Women's Tennis vs Clark, home. 3:30 p.m. 
Varsity Cross Country vs WSC /Assumption/Clark, home. 4:15 p.m 
Pub Feature Artist Spotlights 811/y Joel and James Taylor, 8·30 p.m. 
Thul"9d1y, September 18 
Facuny Meeting, Kmnicutt, 4'(>0 pm. 
Wine tasting m the Pub. 7 30 p.m. 
Coffeehouse. featuring 'Tim Danahy', Wedge, 9.·oo p.m. 
Commuter Meeting, SL 105. 11.00 a.m. 
Friday, September 19 
Women's Volleyball vs. Lowell, home, 7'()0 p.m. 
Saturd1y, September 20 
Varsity Soccer vs Coast Guard, home, 11 .00 a.m. 
Varsity Football vs. Coast Guard, home, 1 :30 p.m. 
Social Committee Concert featuring "Sttllwater", Hamngton Auditorium,-
9:00 p.m., Admission $2 00 
Sunday, September 21 
Cmematech, "Our Hitler", Hamngton Aud1tonum, 2:00 p.m. 
Mond1y, September 22 
Chemical Engineering Colloqwa. '7ransport Phenomena m Space Pro-
cessing", Dr. Robert Cole, GH 012 11 00 am. 
JV Football vs. Tontty, home, 3:30 p.m 
Spectrum presents Israeli pianist 'Natan Brand', Wedge 8:00 p.m 
Tueld1y, September 23 
Varsity Soccer vs MIT, 3.00 p.m. 
HP Professional Calculators. 
HP-41C. 
The calculator that 
grows with you. 
In your pc™>nal career path you can out· 
grow your calculator. Course conrent 
changes, becomes more sophisticated, your 
problem·solving requirements increase, 
and often you have to upgrade to a more 
powerful calculator. Not so with the 
HP·41C. It has a resident memorv of over 
400 Jin~. or 63 data registers, or any com· 
bination. Enough to handle sophisticated 
data intensive problems. It has 130 stan-
dard functions. And any function, or any 
program, can be assigned to any key 
allowing you to customize your HP 41C to 
meet your own specific needs. The HP 4 l C 
Continuous Memory retains programs, 
data, and key assignments even after the 
calculator is turned off. And it is alpha-
numenc. Programs can be named. output 
can be labded, error messages and prompts 
appear tn words. 
Despite its sophistication, the HP·41C 
is easy to use. The HP-41C0wner·~ Hand· 
book can guide anyone-even novice pro· 
grammers-through complex calculations 
with easy-to understand. step by 'ltep 
proa.>\.lurc:.. 
More than a calculator, the HP·41C can 
become a complete personal computation 
system. Expand memory to 2,000 lines. 
Add a Card Reader, and Optical Wand that 
inputs bar·coded prognltnS. a prtnter that 
al~ plot!., plus plug-in applications modules 
that prO\·ide ~lutions to problems 10 busi-
ness, science, and engineering. 
The HP·41C. Never before has this 
much power been this ea.~y to u~ or this 
adaptable. So visit a Hewlett· Packard 
dealer now. Then make the profMSional 
decision: buy an HP. For details and the 
address of your nearest dealer, CALL 
TOU..·FREE 800·547-3400, Department 
M8M, except from Hawaii or Ala\b, 
In Oregon, call 758-1010. Or wrue: 
Hewlett·Packard, LOOO N.l!. Circle Blvd ., 
Corv111li~. OR 97330, Dept 658M. 
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